Successful Angioembolization of a Stable Grade 4 Liver Injury
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Abstract - Traumatic liver injury can be classified by grading using American Association with Surgery Trauma (AAST). We presented a case of a 22-year-old female who had a motor vehicle accident and sustained a stable Grade 4 liver injury. An angioembolization was performed by the interventional radiologist team, which successfully occluded all the extravasation of the bleed. If the patient is hemodynamically stable in high grade or bleeding liver injury, a non-invasive technique such as angioembolization could be practiced at the bleeding site to minimize or stop the bleeding.
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Introduction

Intrabdominal injury post-trauma is very crucial and could be life-threatening if not identified and treated. Liver injury is one of the most common among intrabdominal traumatic injuries. In trauma, liver injury is classified by CT scan by American Association with Surgery Trauma (AAST) from grade I till IV (1). The classification includes injuries such as hematoma, lacerations, bleeding, and avulsing injuries to the liver (2). The higher the grade of injury to the liver, the more risk of bleeding and deterioration of the patient’s condition. Therefore, they need to be closely monitored and treated. There are pieces of evidence of cases where bleeding liver injuries are commonly managed by a surgical intervention such as liver packing and resection. However, non-invasive procedures such as angioembolization by an interventional radiologist could also be practiced, which have proven the benefits for patients (3).

Case Report

A 22-year-old female had a motor vehicle accident. The patient fell on her right side. Post trauma, patient had right-sided abdominal pain. The vital signs were stable. Generally, she looked pale. Examination of abdomen noted tenderness on right hypochondrium. Per rectal examination was normal. A Focused assessment sonography for trauma (FAST) scan was done and showed presence of free fluid at Morrison’s pouch and pouch of Douglas. Blood investigation taken showed the hemoglobin dropped from 8.8 g/dl to 6.1 g/dl. Blood transfusion was given.

A contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) scan of the abdomen performed showed grade 4 liver injury with multifocal active arterial bleed from the hepatic artery at segment IV liver (Figure 1). Patient was hemodynamically stable. On second day of admission, an angio-embolization was done by interventional radiologist team which successfully occlude all the extravasation of bleed (Figure 2).

Post embolization, CECT liver four phase was done and showed resolved multifocal arterial bleed within subcapsular liver hematoma (Figure 3 Patient remained hemodynamically stable. She was transfused with total four-unit packed cell blood transfusion throughout admission. The repeated hemoglobin was 9.9 g/dl. Liver function tests was normal. Patient was closely monitored in ward for one-week post embolization. Clinically
patient was improving and was discharged home well.
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**Figure 1.** Axial CT Scan showed blushing of contrast at segment 4 liver injury
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**Figure 2.** Angiogram showed contrast blushed from the branch of right hepatic artery
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**Figure 3.** Post angioembolization CT scan showed stable liver injury without evidence of contrast extravasation

**Discussion**

There were few evidences of non-invasive approach for bleeding liver injuries by performing angioembolization which showed success in halting the bleed as well as improve patient hemodynamic status and well-being. An angioembolization on high grade liver injury with extravasation of bleeding by CT angiography with hemodynamically stable patient showed successful outcome (4).

Patient can develop complications from high grade liver injury post embolization such as hepatic necrosis which can have persistent liver function test derangement. In this case patient need for hepatic resection. Therefore, close monitoring of patient and watching out for symptoms as abdominal pain, reduced oral intake and signs of bile leak is essential (5).

It also has been evidenced that angioembolization also play a role if unable to halt the bleeding from surgical intervention. Angiography could detect the site of bleeder and can be treated by angioembolization at same setting (6).

Liver injuries are treated either surgical or non-operative approach by the CT abdomen grading system for liver injuries and hemodynamic status of the patient. The procedure of angioembolization of the liver bleeding site involves introducing a vascular catheter through a retrograde common femoral approach, reaching the coeliac trunk, and releasing embolizing agent as gel foam or onyx to the distal hepatic artery at the bleeding spot at the targeted area of the liver. This agent blocks the bleeding site. Sometimes micro coils are used in proximal bleeding sites to stop the bleeding (7).

In our case study, the interventional radiologist used gel foam to the distal hepatic artery bleeding site at segment 4, which successfully occluded the bleeding areas as evidenced with repeated CT liver 4 phase.

It is essential to have a discussion with an interventional radiologist regarding the feasibility for the patient after assessment of the stability of the hemodynamic status. Moreover, it is evidenced to be beneficial in the hemodynamic stable for bleeding liver injuries.

High-grade unstable bleeding liver injuries are commonly treated by surgical intervention. However, with the advancement of technology, angioembolization could be considered as an option of treatment, especially in the hemodynamically stable patient. There is always a risk of complication after surgical intervention on the abdomen. A non-invasive method is always preferred if the patient is fit for the procedure.
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